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Time Remarks

09.30am Registration

10.00am Training

11.00am Break

11.05am Training

11.50am Q&A

12.00pm

Group Photo Session

End of Program

Program Agenda
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Reminder

ü Mute Your Microphone During The Session 

ü Raise Hand Or Unmute Your Microphone To Ask Question

Class Rules
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Trainer

Education Background

• Bachelor of Business Administration (Universiti Utara Malaysia)

• MSc Human Resource Development (Universiti Putra Malaysia)

• Doctorate in Business Administration (Northumbria University, UK)

• Chartered Member (Chartered Institute of Personnel & Development (CIPD)

Dr. Jagdeep(Jag)



Resilient 
Leadership

RE-SETTING AND RECALIBRATING YOURSELF 
AND YOUR TEAM





Training 
vs 

Development

Training can be 

but

Development is



Education Background

• Universiti Utara Malaysia (1996)

Bachelor in Business Administration (HRM)

• Universiti Putra Malaysia (2002)

MSc (Human Resource Development) 

• Newcastle Business School (2012) 
(Northumbria University)

Doctorate in Business Administration

• Chartered Institute of Personnel & 
Development (CIPD)

Chartered Member



Samsung Malaysia, 1996-1998

Executive, HR Department

INTI College Malaysia, 1999-2004
Sr. Training Executive /Lecturer

Avillion Hotels International, 2005
Human Resource Manager 

ICI Paints Malaysia, 2006 

Human Resource Manager
INTI International University 2008-2017 

Dean (Business Faculty)
Chief Executive (INTI KL)

Naza Corporation, Present 

Chief Executive Officer, Education Division

My Career Journey



Learning and Job Moves

A B

C D



The Concept of ‘Transfer of Training’

Near Transfer of Training Far Transfer of Training

• Training content and activities 
are identical with actual work 
challenges and expectations

• You can apply immediately 
(Near)

• Training content prepares you 
for future application of 
knowledge and skills

• You will apply in future (Far)



The COVID-19 crisis is the ultimate 
test of  management and 
leadership – a sudden, dramatic, life-
threatening upheaval, where 
the outcomes are uncertain.

CMI – MANAGING THE NEW NORMAL



What is a Crisis?

A show-stopping, people-stopping, 
product-stopping, country-stopping 
event…



The Six Degrees of Leadership

§Anticipate – predicting what lies ahead

§Navigate – course correcting in real time

§Communicate – continually 

§Listen – to what you don’t want to hear

§Learn – fail fast, learn faster
§Lead – be all in, all the time



The Shift from “ME” to “WE”
§Thousands of employees will make hundreds of decisions every 
day.

§You cannot be looking over their shoulders.

§Your job is to paint the ‘bright lines’ – the left and right guardrails 
for making their decisions.

§Giving them and making them understand the PURPOSE, helps 
you shift from “me” to “we”. 



Comfortable with being 
Uncomfortable
§The pandemic forced leaders everywhere to find ways to protect 
their businesses and their brands.

§Often it involved making the “least worst” decisions in real time 
as the crisis deepened.

§Today, ambiguity and uncertainty are throttled up, bigtime.

§To lead you must become comfortable with being uncomfortable



The World of VUCA



But…

Leadership…



What makes a Great Leader?
§Four widely accepted qualities of a great CEO
§Sets vision and strategy
§Drives growth
§Displays financial acumen
§Managing crises

§Managing crises is often underappreciated, overlooked and often 
not even one of the top requirements – until a crisis hits!



What do you see?



Four Dimensions of Talent
Traits

Your behaviours, natural tendencies, and attitude
(adaptability, assertiveness, curiosity, focus, need 
for achievement, risk-taking)

Competencies

What you are proficient at
(Skills and abilities)

Drivers

Your motivations, values, and what is important to 
you
(Achievement, Power, Affiliation) – David McClelland)

Experiences

The sum total of your accomplishments
(Milestones you have achieved over time)



§Take a few minutes and write 2-3 points for each of the quadrants 
(The Four Dimensions of Talent)



1. Follower – fresh graduate, carry out what other tell you to do

2. Collaborator – still operating from your technical skill set, but you begin to develop 
people skills 

3. Instructor – first time team leader or manager, tapping on people skills, effectively 
instructing instead of doing it yourself

4. Manager – manage larger teams, bigger goals, motivate direct reports

5. Influencer – transition away from directly managing to influencing people who 
report and don’t report to you

6. Leader – spend much time empowering and inspiring others. You don’t tell people 
what to do; rather, you tell them what to think about



The Right Brain Rules
§An important component to self-awareness: how left-brained or right-
brained you are.

§As a leader, you must rely on your “right-brain” skills – social 
leadership that’s all about influencing, motivating, and inspiring others.

§It is not only what you say, but how you say it that matters.

§No matter how strong your technical skill is, without your right brain, 
your leadership will suffer. 



Are You 
a Talent?



Three Components of Talent

Ability Aspiration Engagement
• Innate
(Mental/Cognitive/EQ)

• Learned
(Technical/Functional 
Skills, Interpersonal Skills)

How much you desire:
• Prestige and recognition

• Advancement and 
influence

• Financial rewards

• Emotional commitment

• Rational commitment

• Discretionary effort 



A talent is always constructive?

Exit
• Behavior 

directed toward 
leaving the 
organization

Voice
• Active and 

constructive 
attempts to 
improve 
conditions

Neglect
• Allowing 

conditions to 
worsen

Loyalty
• Passively 

waiting for 
conditions to 
improve

Active

Passive

ConstructiveDestructive



Strategy of the Dolphin

Carps
The carp believes in scarcity. Rather than winning, they focus their efforts on not losing what they currently have

Sharks
Their perception is that there must be winners and losers. To ensure that they won’t be the losers, sharks “move in for the 

kill”

Dolphins
Among other admirable behaviors, the authors were drawn to the creativity that dolphins often display when not given 

expected rewards in training situations. Instead of continuing to do the same tricks, they may produce innovative 
behaviors in the expectation of improving their chances of being rewarded

They learn from their mistakes and the mistakes of others



Handling Difficult Conversations
• What are the scenarios of ‘Tough Conversation’?

• A difficult conversation is one whose primary subject matter is potentially 
contentious and/or sensitive and may elicit strong, complex emotions that can 
be hard to predict or control.

• Natural tendency for managers to delay taking action

• Procrastination won’t make problems disappear

• Fear of how people will react and whether you will be able to handle their 
reactions



You Should Avoid…

• Ignoring what the other person has to say

• Disregarding another person’s feelings

• Allowing personal feelings to mar their professional judgement 

• Using your position to coerce and manipulate

• Ignoring or belittling another’s response.



Helping Exiting Employees Transition Into 
New Careers

• Layoffs typically produce negative consequences for organizations 
and the displaced employees

• The most effective career transitions are human-centric

• Helping displaced employees find their next job is an insufficient 
ambition.



Negative Long-Term Impacts of Layoffs

To Employees
• Significantly lower income
• Reduced Job opportunities
• Greater likelihood of getting 

displaced again
• Increased mental and health 

issues
• Substantially lower trust in 

organizations and society in 
general

To Employers
• Impaired reputation
• Reduced long term performance
• Lower employee engagement

commitment, discretionary 
effort, and mental health.
• Decreased shareholder value



Human-Centric Layoffs
• Layoffs are about humans, not organizations
• Remaining employees
• They routinely suffer from survivor’s guilt
• Provide counselling
• Introduce changes to demonstrate initiatives to avoid another layoff exercise

• Displaced employees
• Demonstrate to them that they will be treated well if they lose their jobs
• Layoffs, tend to make employees feel that the organization has treated them 

unfairly and that they have no control over their own fate



Mental Wellbeing and EQ

• Covid 19 was not a financial crisis, it was a HEALTH crisis

• Significant impact on employee productivity and engagement

• Emphasizing a flexible work schedule

• Acknowledging the balance of work and life responsibilities 
simultaneously (carefully tread into personal life of employees)

• Creating meaningful relationships









Effective Learning in a Virtual Environment

• Virtual learning is nothing new, but virtual formats may not be 
sufficient for all learning experiences
• How do you…
• engage workshop participants effectively when you can’t even see them? 

• make people accountable for their learning and successfully drive behavior 
change in a virtual environment? 

• how do you maintain the impact and momentum of learning programs that 
were designed to be delivered face-to-face?







How to build virtual accountability?

• Verbal accountability
• Break-out groups, where individuals can 

discuss and share ideas on different topics

• Visual accountability
• Using rich content with pictures, videos, 

diagrams, and charts

• Kinesthetic accountability
• Chat, call-out, and polling functionality





Recap




